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FOXSHIBA

Powered by the people, for the people, and designed for success!

Community Disclaimer
This is a living document that is subject to change at any point in time. This document is not
intended to provide financial advice, and it should only be used for informational purposes.
The FOXSHIBA team is not liable for any investment decisions made as a result of the
information contained in this document, will not discuss "price," and is not liable for any loss
or gain as a result of the information contained in this document. As is always the case in
crypto, you should conduct your own research and due diligence before investing. The
community members who are involved in this project are not responsible for providing support
or services to the other participants. We are a community-driven Defi ecosystem rather than a
registered digital currency, so please ensure that you comply with your local regulations and
government before participating in this project.

Introduction
Fans of the SHIBA Meme online community have created a new crypto token. FOXSHIBA
hopes to win over Shiba's heart with his newfound transaction speed and adorableness. In
crypto memes, it is one of the most rapidly expanding communities. Our mission is to make
crypto accessible to the general public. Based on Binance Smart Chain, FOXSHIBA has block
times of less than 5 seconds and lower gas fees than Ethereum.

Values
-

Transparency: Our goal is to continually keep our holders up to date on our business's
current and future directions openly and transparently. We believe that we are only as
strong as our unity as a group. Our team believes in the importance of community and
works hard to include people from all over the world.
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-

Breakthrough Innovation: our project is at the cutting edge of technological
advancement. The market leader is the community, not the follower. The community
thrives even though a culture of breakthrough innovation is uncomfortable and at times
difficult.

-

Leveraging the Power of DeFi: With the help of DeFi, anyone can take control of their
financial future and become a better person in the process. The community has a deep
desire to help other community members, no matter where they are in the world.
FOXSHIBA does not discriminate based on race, ethnicity, or gender.

-

Passion for Learning: FOXSHIBA has a strong desire to learn as much as possible
about the crypto and DeFi industries. All members of the FOXSHIBA community
(personally and professionally) will continue to learn, question, and expand their
horizons (both personally and professionally). There is never a good time to stop
learning and passing on what you've learned.

-

Diversity and Inclusion: When it comes to the crypto and DeFi communities,
FOXSHIBA knows how important it is to create a welcoming environment for people
of all backgrounds and orientations. The DeFi community is welcoming to people from
all walks of life and other crypto communities. Diversity is seen as a source of creativity
and innovation. However, creating lasting social change will necessitate a lot of hard
work, dedication, and focus on everyone involved in the inclusion effort.

-

Giving Back: FOXSHIBA is a firm believer in giving back to the community and has
a long history of supporting charitable causes. FOXSHIBA believes that love and
compassion are essential to improve the world for everyone. It is a goal of FOXSHIBA,
on the other hand, to ensure that the decisions and actions of those in the crypto and
DeFi space are beneficial to society as a whole.
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-

Edgy and Rebellious: FOXSHIBA's attitude is edgy and rebellious in a positive sense.
An edgy impression will be created in the community. However, this is due to the fact
that the community is on the cliff edge of DeFi.

-

Professional and Respectful: FOXSHIBA will stand firm on the foundation of
professionalism and respect for human beings. People and leaders in the community
should make an effort always to treat one another with respect, even when they are
inflexible about a particular issue. Every community member and investor member
should feel valued, respected, and heard.

-

Trust: Trust is essential in cryptocurrency, and it is something we take seriously. This
means not only providing transparency, but security as well. We’ve burnt our liquidity
tokens, so they are locked forever and have invested in security audits of FOXSHIBA’S
contract code.

-

Community: FOXSHIBA is a decentralized project which means the community
ultimately owns it. This means we encourage holder contribution towards marketing,
community engagement and development.

-

Longevity: FOXSHIBA intends to stay in business for a long time. An effort is
underway to ensure the long-term development of the ecosystem and foundation in
order to create real-world applications.

FOXSHIBA Token
FOXSHIBA is a community based DeFi project which was launched on Binance Smart Chain
in July 2021. It aims to bring instant rewards to holders with deflationary tokenomics and static
reflection. FOXSHIBA is a rug-pull-free token, and it has pioneered tokenomics. The contract
has been renounced to the 0x55d3cb2F8e7C9eDEEb0cF8ddB478D30146F2247E address after
creation. (https://bscscan.com/address/0x55d3cb2f8e7c9edeeb0cf8ddb478d30146f2247e)
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Ecosystem
FOXSHIBA is entirely decentralized and controlled by its active and intriguing community.
Different points of view are welcomed and accepted, resulting in FOXSHIBA being the best
crypto community. A good mission to help save Foxes in need. As you make purchases, you'll
see the value of your FOXSHIBA rise. FOXSHIBA aims to reshape and evolve decentralized
finance (DeFi) by focusing on passive income, security, and access.
Decentralizing financial transactions and making a cutting-edge financial system available to
everyone are the primary goals of FOXSHIBA. In addition, FOXSHIBA's goal is to provide a
comprehensive ecosystem of DeFi tools that are simple to use, secure, and rewarding.
Tokens in the FOXSHIBA ecosystem are hyper-deflationary governance tokens. There is a 2
percent transaction tax that is distributed among all holders; this includes the burn wallet, which
is a holder that accumulates tokens over time as transactions occur. To put it another way,
putting FOXSHIBA in your wallet means you can earn more.The token's scarcity rises in direct
proportion to the decline in the circulating supply. The supply and demand model is based on
this inversely proportional relationship. The number of tokens that can be burned has no upper
bound. Liquidity is also boosted by an additional 2% of all transaction fees.
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Why did FOXSHIBA choose Binance Smart Chain?
While there have been several attempts at developing an improved and high-throughput smart
contract-enabled blockchain in the past few years, none has managed to gain as much traction
as Binance Smart Chain (BSC) in such a short time. This can be largely attributed to the fact
that the project is backed by Binance, one of the world’s largest cryptocurrency exchanges,
which serves more than 15 million users. The recent rise of the Binance Smart Chain ecosystem
has caused a heated debate on whether BSC can be trusted or not. In this section, we try to
elaborate on why FOXSHIBA chose BSC.
BSC is quickly growing in popularity, so it has to be doing some things right — here are the
BSC ecosystem’s most significant advantages.
-

Cheap transactions: Low transaction cost and on-chain operations are the decisive
factors driving developers and users to migrate from Ethereum and other smart
blockchains to the BSC. In times of high congestion of the Ethereum network, the same
transaction could cost over 1,000 times more on Ethereum than BSC. In addition, gas
prices on BSC are relatively constant, and the average transaction fee has hovered
around $0.15 ever since the genesis block. Ethereum, on the other side, experiences
massive fluctuations in gas price, with surges to over $100 for a simple transaction in
times of highest network congestion. The low cost of transactions on BSC is this chain’s
most significant advantage and, consequently, something that even Binance CEO
Changpeng Zhao likes to mention.

-

Faster adoption rates: While decentralization is a huge sacrifice to make, the
centralized nature of Binance Smart Chain is not all bad. It comes with a few
advantages, such as Binance having an already established user base to draw
exponentially more users to BSC. This allows for much faster adoption than the organic
growth of a smart blockchain project unbacked by a significant entity like Binance
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could ever achieve. The number of unique addresses on BSC grew 10x. The total
number of transactions has increased 15x since the beginning of this year, giving you a
rough indication of how fast the network activity is growing.
-

Bridging: Developers have established several cross-chain bridges so BSC users can
quickly move tokens from one blockchain network to another. The Binance Bridge
currently supports over 40 tokens, and this allows users to move assets such as USDT,
ETH, and many other tokens to and from Binance Smart Chain with ease.

-

Funding: Surprisingly, there is more than just one advantage of centralization.
Binance’s backing also comes with many technical, human, and financial resources
along with a large user base. In October 2020, Binance dedicated $100 million from its
treasury to establish the BSC Accelerator Fund. The funds will be used to fund
protocols, wallets, explorers, other tools, and infrastructure for their blockchain.

-

Language availability: Last but not least, Binance Smart Chain websites are usually
available in several different languages. Binance UI itself, for example, is translated
into 16 languages. The most popular BSC application, PancakeSwap, supports just one
language less. This facilitates adoption also in audiences that are not fluent in English.

In summary, Binance Smart Chain offers an exciting alternative to users who don’t mind more
centralization and are merely looking for a cheaper solution to high farm yields. In addition,
with its lower costs, BSC offers a suitable environment for Decentralized Finance (DeFi)
newcomers with minor trade and transaction sizes. According to Binance’s research, only 13%
of all crypto users fall in the category of crypto-native “power users”, a subgroup that could
tolerate the high fees on the Ethereum network. However, other users cannot afford that and
are merely looking for an affordable, fast blockchain, and offers sufficient scalability to meet
demand — and the BSC has got that covered.
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Supply and ICO (Tokenomic)
The total supply is 500,000,000 units, and the supply will be distributed as follows:
Token Symbol: $FOXI
Decimal: 8
Contract Address: 0x55d3cb2F8e7C9eDEEb0cF8ddB478D30146F2247E
you need to send USDT/BNB to following address and received FOXI automatically:
0x53c661537cC0ab0dD3F0158bFa8ee2A8f32e4cC0
Supply Divisibility Percentage Description

Pre-sale

35%

Sale during of ICO –15% burn during of ICO/IEO

Exchange

30%

Listing

Liquidity

3%

Add to liquidity pool

Reserved

15%

7.5 % burn after Exchange Listing

Charity

15%

Donate to Charity Institutions

Airdrop

2%

Distributed during of ICO
Table 1 Tokenomic

Number of Token
Supply Divisibility Number of Token

Pre-sale

175 Million FOXI

Exchange

150 Million FOXI

Liquidity

15 Million FOXI

Reserved

75 Million FOXI

Charity

75 Million FOXI

Airdrop

10 Million FOXI
Table 2 Token Distributions
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Token Burn
On the whole, token burn is a deflationary measure helping to increase the token value and
retain the token holders' confidence. This strategy allows reducing the total supply and thus
increasing the market value of tokens. Foxshiba will have a token burn strategy to decrease
the total supply and to prevent price dumping. The details about our strategy will be shared
with our community through our social networks.
The 22.5% of total token burn during of ICO/IEO and exchange time. The information
about burring strategy is shared through our social networks.

Roadmap
Idea and Concept Generation

Quarter 4 - 2020

Analysis of market needs
Prepare a strategic plan for the next two years

Quarter 1 – 2021

Research on blockchain networks
Blockchain developments
Releasing Whitepaper
Marketing strategy

Quarter 2 – 2021

FOXSHIBA first development
Token generation on Binance Smart Chain
Announce Foxshiba Airdrop system
Invite users to join our social media
Expand marketing fund

Quarter 3 – 2021

Distributed 10M airdrops to 1000 lucky
winners
ICO Listing
ICO SALE
Update whitepaper
Expand marketing fund

Quarter 4 – 2021

Continue ICO Sale
Continue Advertising
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Expand marketing fund

Quarter 1 – 2022

IEO Listing
Exchange Listing

Quarter 2 – 2022

Listing on more exchanges
Development of LEASHFOX
NFT development

Quarter 3 – 2022

Development of CEX
Disturbed LEASHFOX

Use of raised fund
Funds contributed by our community will go towards three things:
-

Marketing: Hiring social media influencers, digital advertising, real-world
promotions

-

Exchange listing: Increasing our reach by listing on new exchanges to reach new
audiences

-

Product Development: Executing our roadmap and expanding the FOXSHIBA
ecosystem
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Future plan
-

FOXI Exchange: FOXI exchange is a platform on which you can buy and sell wide
range of cryptocurrency with minimum transaction fees. FOXI acts as the intermediary
between a seller and a buyer or, to use cryptocurrency language, between a "maker"
and a "taker."

-

NFT platform: Sale FOXI NFT “The details about the project would be announced.

-

LEASHFOX: To expand on our FOXSHIBA ecosystem we will be introducing
LEASHFOX. LEASHFOX will allow holders of FOXSHIBA to benefit from staking
rewards, allowing them to earn even more passive income. Our aim to enable more
incentives to diamond hands through the wild ride of development. A portion of all fees
from LEASHFOX will be used to help fund our Investment Wallet allowing us to
continue the expansion and use cases for FOXSHIBA!

The FOXSHIBA Community
Anything is possible when you're part of the FOXSHIBA community. Everyone is welcome
to help us bring DeFi together.
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Important Links:
Website:

https://www.foxshiba.com/

Twitter:

https://twitter.com/FoxshibOfficial

Telegram Chat:

https://t.me/+XITnsDDPc3ZlMWNk

Telegram Announcement:

https://t.me/FoxshibaOfficial

Reddit:

https://www.reddit.com/user/FoxshibaOfficial/

Medium:

https://medium.com/@FoxshibaOfficial

Instagram:

https://instagram.com/fox.shiba

YouTube:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCaSTIv_LyAK92gwfd_qKjg

Contact Information’s:
Contact the FOXSHIBA Team
General Inquiries: Info@foxshiba.com
Marketing, Advertising, and Media inquiries: Marketing@foxshiba.com
Support (Email): support@foxshiba.com
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